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V-E

State College Area School District 

Office of Physical Plant 

Ed Poprik, Director 

To: Board of School Directors 

From: Ed Poprik 

RE: Elementary Project Change Orders 

Date: April 22, 2019 

Recommend that the Board of School Directors approve the following Elementary 

Project Change Orders:  

Corl Street project: 

General Contractor CO #47, in the amount of $27,709.50 

General Contractor CO #48, in the amount of $15,454.66 

Spring Creek project: 

General Contractor CO #38, in the amount of $1,361.01 

General Contractor CO #39, in the amount of $7,077.65 

Electrical Contractor CO #19, in the amount of $599.00 

Electrical Contractor CO #20, in the amount of $742.00 

Electrical Contractor CO #21, in the amount of $1,743.00 

Electrical Contractor CO #22, in the amount of $452.00 

Radio Park project:  

Mechanical Contractor CO #16, in the amount of $173.23 

Electrical Contractor CO #33, in the amount of $13,305.00 
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Background-  

 

Corl Street project: 

 

GC-47: $27,709.50 – Document Issue 

Upon review of the current conditions and storm water design elevations, it was 

determined that changes were needed. Ultimately, the storm water line was 

rerouted. Due to the phasing of the project, a temporary line had to be installed 

around the existing gas main. At the completion of Phase 2, the permanent 

connection and revised inlet will have to be installed as a “Part 2” of this change 

with separate costs. 

 

GC-48: $15,454.66 – Unforeseen Condition 

According to the demolition plans, the existing wall at A106 and A110 was shown 

to be a solid masonry wall that was to remain. However, upon reviewing field 

conditions, there was a large window opening at this location. Due to the window 

opening not accommodating the new room layout as well as the condition of the 

existing wall, the contractor was directed to replace the wall with like materials 

(masonry and brick veneer). 

 

 

Spring Creek Project: 

 

GC-38: $1,361.01– Unforeseen Conditions 

This change is to provide and install a modified roof joist.  Due to the approved 

elevator shop drawings a modified joist was required to accommodate the hoist 

beam. 

 

GC-39: $7,077.65 – Unforeseen Conditions 

This change is for added milling and asphalt overlay at Oak Lane.  This work was 

required by the Right-of-Way permit due to the existing conditions of the 

roadway. 

 

EC-19: $599.00 – Regulatory 

This change is to add lighting at the Elevator Doors. The contractor was directed 

to supply and install additional light fixtures needed for the lighting requirements 

to pass the elevator inspection.   

 

EC-20: $742.00 -Document Issue 
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This change is to add a light fixture near corridor A149.  This fixture was needed 

but not shown on drawings. 

 

EC-21: $1,743.00 – Document Issue 

This change is to provide power to the water treatment enclosure.  The power 

was needed for the associated equipment, but not shown on the drawings.   

 

EC-22: $452.00 – Regulatory 

This change is to provide and install an additional fire alarm pull station as 

required by Code during final inspections. 

 

 

Radio Park Project 

 

MC-16: $173.23 – Owner Request 

This change was required due to coordination issues.  As a result of these 

coordination issues, the contractor was required to make grille changes.  (The 

previously approved change order MC-15, resulted in a savings of $1,887.41 to 

the project for related issues.) 

 

EC-33: $13,305.00 – Owner Request/Document Issue 

This change is to provide and install the District requested power to the telecom 

racks in each IDF/MDF Room. 

 

Attached: Elementary Change Order Logs   



CHANGE ORDER LOG FOR CORL STREET ELEMENTARY: SUMMARY PAGE

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

Original Contract Total approved Current Contract
SUMMARY OF CHANGES
TOTAL PHASING CHANGES $153,972 $5,648 $16,924 $281 $22,853 $176,825 $0
TOTAL GENERAL CHANGES $9,619,000 $5,923 $80,099 $1,705 $100,219 $187,946 $9,806,946 $43,164 $215,778
TOTAL KITCHEN EQUIP. CHANGES $235,000 $0 $235,000 $0
TOTAL PLUMBING CHANGES $1,050,000 $0 $5,139 -$1,406 $12,046 $15,780 $1,065,780 $0 $51,000
TOTAL MECHANICAL CHANGES $1,735,000 $0 $1,448 -$2,742 $4,961 $3,667 $1,738,667 $0 $5,200
TOTAL ELECTRICAL CHANGES $1,939,000 $14,845 $41,336 $16,124 $12,390 $84,695 $2,023,695 $0 $37,500
SUBTOTALS $14,731,972 $26,416 $144,947 $13,681 $129,897 $314,941 $15,046,913 $43,164 $309,478

ORIGINAL CONTRACTS $14,731,972
APPROVED CHANGES $314,941
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $15,046,913 Current Above Orig. Bid 2.14%

ORIGINAL CHANGE CONTINGENCY $701,089
APPROVED CHANGES $314,941
CONTINGENCY REMAINING $386,148

Projected Soft costs $4,108,681
Grants $0

Total "Potential" Project cost to date $18,840,653

APPROVED



Corl Street

Phasing projects

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

Modular Site Preparation
GC-01 add stone and piers $2,046.00

EC-01 convert electric to overhead $4,709.56
EC-02 add heat trace $14,878.09
EC-03 add tamper proof alarm covers $938.89

Asbestos Removal
AC-01 added mastic removal $280.57

Phase 2
AC-01 reconcile contract amounts -$5,300.00

SUBTOTALS $5,648.45 $16,924.09 $0.00 $280.57

APPROVED CHANGES $22,853.11
ORIGINAL CONTRACTS $153,972.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $176,825.11

PENDING CHANGES $0.00
"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $176,825.11 PHASING PRIMES

APPROVED



Corl Street

General Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

GENERAL PRIME CONTRACT
GC-01 rfi 17; crawlspace backfill $25,905.64
GC-02 rfi 8; control box for elevator depth $1,989.44
GC-03 rfi 30; utility duct bank depth $7,868.16
GC-04 temporary heat $825.96
GC-05 rfi 72; exposed duct work in C131 $1,848.76
GC-06 rfi 65; storm pipe conflict with duct bank $371.58
GC-07 Undercut replacement of 2RC $2,188.20
GC-08 Waterproofing of mechanical room wall $999.00
GC-09 rfi 53, 26, 28, 56; steel changes $2,706.41
GC-10 rfi 58; added plumbing chase at casework $5,280.79
GC-11 rfi 25; sprinkler pipes access panels $8,643.67
GC-12 bar joist discrepancies $2,598.30
GC-13 rfi 38; bar joist substitutions $6,964.86
GC-14 bar joist discrepancies part 2 $573.00
GC-15 changes to markerboards $1,164.94
GC-16 Temporary sidewalks $2,445.47
GC-17 rfi 120; added lintel $3,190.31
GC-18 rfi 118; added lintel in unit C $3,712.06
GC-19 rfi 127; added beam in LGI $3,363.21
GC-20 rfi 81 and 95; stage sound rack wall $799.31
GC-21 Tube to tube steel connections, phase 1 $9,697.05
GC-22 High roof framing conflict; steel $1,484.59
GC-23 rfi 145; added steel lintel at stage $436.32
GC-24 CMU pilaster at APR $609.81
GC-25 shade color change $953.85
GC-26 rfi 86; added grout to bond beam course $3,341.88
GC-27 rfi 152; added steel fabrication roof $1,545.13
GC-28 Concrete floor acceleration $26,304.20
GC-29 rfi 147: added steel for HVAC supply $598.10
GC-30 rfi 150; exterior door changes -$286.20
GC-31 rfi 189; add bulkhead for sprinkler in 1B $583.50
GC-32 Casework modifications for ADA range $484.92
GC-33 Graphic wall panels $131,596.44
GC-34 rfi 140; coordinate LGI items (screen) $3,865.85
GC-35 rfi 149; part 2 $1,478.74
GC-36 rfi 197; handrails at stage $2,334.41
GC-37 rfi 217; added gypsum overlay $6,611.91
GC-38 credit to eliminate GC-33 -$131,596.44
GC-39 rfi 173; fire dampers at D115 $551.05
GC-40 added demo of unit B roof $15,470.69
GC-41 rfi 210; coordinate ADA range in planning $2,552.47
GC-42 rfi 219; roof support and bulkheads A106 $9,138.30
GC-43 rfi 213; added bulkhead in B128 hall $1,293.12
GC-44 rfi 221; added insulation at Unit A $926.35
GC-45 additional CMU for bearing at LGI $251.07
GC-46 rfi 207; added snow guards $14,279.59
GC-47 rfi 129; changes to stormwater layout $27,709.50
GC-48 rfi 229; replace exising wall at A106 and A110 $15,454.66

rfi 16; phase 1 and 2 separation $10,000.00
rfi 35; add steel for folding partitions $2,000.00
rfi 11; E&S sequence revisions $1,000.00
rfi 18; ADA door frame clearances $1,000.00
rfi 80; edge framing $1,000.00
rfi 70; return air duct to LGI C130 $2,000.00
rfi 75; high roof added steel $3,000.00
rfi 101; wheel chair lifts $1,000.00
existing floor prep $3,000.00
rfi 119; dimensions in stair 1A $5,000.00
rfi 116; relocate bar joist in corridor $1,000.00
rfi 112; adjusted window in stair 1A $1,300.00
rfi 111; added card reader d119A $1,000.00
rfi 129; changes to stormwater layout part2 $10,000.00
Tube to tube steel connections, phase 2 $10,000.00
rfi 171; bulkhead revisions $1,250.00
rfi 167; casework conflicts with rain cond. $1,500.00
rfi 165; wall closure conflict $2,500.00
rfi 136; roof coordination $1,000.00
rfi 137; teacher station C134 $1,500.00
rfi 139; roof ladder hatch $1,000.00
rfi 141; added sink $500.00
rfi 142; vent through deck $750.00
rfi 143; changes to sills at poly panels $2,000.00

APPROVED



Corl Street

General Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

GENERAL PRIME CONTRACT

APPROVED

rfi 144; lintel for WON door at LGI $1,500.00
rfi 176; grid adjustments $1,000.00
rfi 181; trash rack detail $750.00
Added sidewalk at Music $1,500.00
rfi 155; APR cmu conflict with bar joist $1,500.00
rfi 187; return air louvres $1,000.00
rfi 180; flooring at kitchen walk-ins $8,000.00
Tiered seating premium time $800.00
rfi 201; install added exit signage $1,000.00
Backfill existing crawlspace $52,000.00
modify library furniture $4,600.00
rfi 217; change to north wall type $1,000.00
rfi 218; adjust footer elevation unit B $500.00
rfi 212; anchorage for siding $2,000.00
rfi 208; added fencing at mechanical $5,327.68
added grout to bond beams $3,000.00
remobilize mason at elevator shaft $800.00
repair beam pocket bearing plate at C $1,000.00
rfi 79; added bond beam at stairwell A $700.00
rfi 230; replace exising slab on deck at A100 $3,000.00
rfi 234; modify new columns at Unit A $2,000.00
rfi 233; added roof support at A106 $5,000.00
rfi 236; existing library wall condition $30,000.00
rfi 222; added access panel A106 $1,000.00
rfi 240; added bulkhead at receiving $1,500.00
rfi 214; changes to sanitary main $5,000.00
rfi 239; exterior wall infills $7,000.00
rfi 242; added CMU wall unit B $6,000.00
rf 220; masonry clarifications $3,000.00

SUBTOTALS $5,922.85 $80,099.28 $1,704.70 $100,218.94 $43,164.16 $215,777.68

APPROVED CHANGES $187,945.77
ORIGINAL CONTRACT $9,619,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $9,806,945.77

PENDING CHANGES $43,164.16
"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $9,850,109.93 GENERAL PRIME



Corl Street

Kitchen Equipment Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT PRIME CONTRACT

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $0.00

APPROVED CHANGES $0.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $235,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $235,000.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $235,000.00 KITCHEN EQUIP. PRIME

APPROVED



Corl Street

Plumbing Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

PLUMBING PRIME CONTRACT
PC-01 rfi 5; additional temporary sanitary pipe $4,583.78
PC-02 rfi 64; added roof drain $3,733.04
PC-03 delete isolation spring hangers -$1,405.56
PC-04 rfi 148; sprinkler penetrations $611.39
PC-05 rfi 198; faculty planning sink $794.49
PC-06 Premium time $7,462.60

unsuitable soils undercut $25,000.00
rfi 48; move piping to bar joists $22,000.00
rfi 157; drain for roof water hydrant $1,000.00
reinstall sink in D104 $500.00
rfi 202; fire stopping in C135 $500.00
kitchen grease trap repipe
rfi 215; reroute rain leaders Unit A $2,000.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $5,138.92 -$1,405.56 $12,046.38 $0.00 $51,000.00

APPROVED CHANGES $15,779.74

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,050,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $1,065,779.74

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $1,065,779.74 PLUMBING PRIME

APPROVED



Corl Street

Mechanical Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

MECHANICAL PRIME CONTRACT
MC-01 delete isolation spring hangers -$992.25
MC-02 rfi 91; automation scope -$1,750.00
MC-03 rfi 187; louvres at heat pump closets $1,448.35
MC-04 Premium time for Phase 1 $4,961.25

rfi 87; IDF room scope change -$1,000.00
rfi 172; eleminate condensate pumps -$3,000.00
temporary APR air supply $3,000.00
filter replacements $200.00
rfi 219; A106 system layout $1,000.00
rfi 138; relocate HP 19 $5,000.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $1,448.35 -$2,742.25 $4,961.25 $0.00 $5,200.00

APPROVED CHANGES $3,667.35

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,735,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $1,738,667.35

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $1,738,667.35 MECHANICAL PRIME

APPROVED



Corl Street

Electrical Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

ELECTRICAL PRIME CONTRACT
EC-01 temporary power to trailers $8,124.00
EC-02 rfi 31; adding emergency relays $2,555.00
EC-03 rfi 61; reduced electrical service size -$977.00
EC-04 changes to projector mounts $3,666.00
EC-05 rfi 66; added cable tray access panels $1,118.00
EC-06 rfi 76; add access panel to cable tray $684.00
EC-07 rfi 81; move stage equipment rack $1,929.00
EC-08 rfi 73; receptacle mounting height $591.00
EC-09 rfi 85; LGI added outlets at steps $4,037.00
EC-10 rfi 122; add power to circulation pumps $2,078.00
EC-11 rfi 117; power to carbonate panel $5,999.00
EC-12 rfi 124; add power to solar tube lights $3,153.00
EC-13 rfi 98; telecom rack power $10,177.00
EC-14 rfi 134; temporary kitchen $6,360.00
EC-15 rfi 97; IT changes and clarifications -$6,028.00
EC-16 rfi 87; IDF room scope changes -$933.00
EC-17 Overtime $7,834.00
EC-18 rfi 130; power to HVAC units $1,349.00
EC-19 rfi 158; Lgi lighting to emergency power $6,761.00
EC-20 Power to temporary heat pump C134 $2,567.00
EC-21 rfi 183; power for electric unit heater $1,849.00
EC-22 rfi 185: power for jockey pump $1,112.00
EC-23 Plywood in MDF and IDF $1,540.00
EC-24 Elevator inspections added work $3,222.00
EC-25 solar array transfer credit -$1,441.00
EC-26 rfi 84; changes in LGI $2,687.00
EC-27 rfi 111; adjust door security system $1,776.00
EC-28 rfi 121; fire system changes $2,453.00
EC-29 rfi 178; stair 1A light changes $655.00
EC-30 Premium time 2 $4,272.00
EC-31 rfi 194; emergency lighting outdoor $3,488.00
EC-32 Premium time 3 $284.00
EC-33 added pull station covers $1,754.00

pull stations changes $3,000.00
door security hardware wiring $8,000.00
rfi 168; differ mechanical requirements $3,500.00
Cat 6 cable for card readers $10,000.00
power to temporary heat in APR $1,000.00
rfi 199; added exit signs $2,000.00
fixture change $500.00
rfi 84 and 140; fire alarm changes $4,000.00
rfi 225 adjust coiling door power $500.00
rfi 207; snow guard heat trace $3,000.00
rfi 241; add power to coil in door B124 $2,000.00

SUBTOTALS $14,845.00 $41,336.00 $16,124.00 $12,390.00 $0.00 $37,500.00

APPROVED CHANGES $84,695.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,939,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $2,023,695.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $2,023,695.00 ELECTRICAL PRIME

APPROVED



CHANGE ORDER LOG FOR SPRING CREEK ELEMENTARY: SUMMARY PAGE

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

Original Contract Total approved Current Contract
SUMMARY OF CHANGES
TOTAL PHASING CHANGES $29,100 $0 $0 $29,100 $0
TOTAL GENERAL CHANGES $10,808,000 $0 $45,381 $4,682 $13,939 $64,003 $10,872,003 $8,439 $42,000
TOTAL KITCHEN EQUIP. CHANGES $229,000 $0 $229,000 $0
TOTAL PLUMBING CHANGES $1,016,000 $0 $1,016,000 $0 -$5,000
TOTAL MECHANICAL CHANGES $1,969,000 $0 $1,969,000 $0 $2,000
TOTAL ELECTRICAL CHANGES $2,217,000 $24,235 $6,529 $30,764 $2,247,764 $3,536 $17,500
SUBTOTALS $16,268,100 $0 $69,616 $11,211 $13,939 $94,767 $16,362,867 $11,975 $56,500

ORIGINAL CONTRACTS $16,268,100
APPROVED CHANGES $94,767
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $16,362,867 Current Above Orig. Bid 0.58%

ORIGINAL CHANGE CONTINGENCY $833,895
APPROVED CHANGES $94,767
CONTINGENCY REMAINING $739,128

Projected Soft costs $4,431,568
Grants $1,875,000

Total "Potential" Project cost to date $18,824,668

APPROVED



SPRING CREEK

Phasing contracts

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

APPROVED CHANGES $0.00
ORIGINAL CONTRACT $29,100.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $29,100.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00
"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $29,100.00 PHASING PRIMES

APPROVED



SPRING CREEK

General Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

GENERAL PRIME CONTRACT
GC-01 rfi 28; additional canopy steel $693.80
GC-02 rfi 28; additional canopy steel part 2 $668.13
GC-03 temporary sanitary lines $1,328.87
GC-04 rfi 4; depth of elevator control box $1,789.39
GC-05 added traps to temp sewer line $4,435.50
GC-06 rfi 26; lower footing at electric feed $1,206.17
GC-07 temporary heat at trailer $803.42
GC-08 extension of sewer vent lines at Library $1,327.34
GC-09 rfi 70: wall height change at stage $667.16
GC-10 rfi 55; masonry veneer returns at windows $2,536.49
GC-11 rfi 93; added lintels in corridor and APR $2,852.54
GC-12 changes to markerboards $1,118.34
GC-13 modify existing manhole $585.85
GC-14 rfi 100; deck access panels $9,898.28
GC-15 add lintel in room D122 $1,533.81
GC-16 rfi 112; added wall angle at C roof $2,001.85
GC-17 rfi 100; added access panels $3,711.86
GC-18 rfi 105: lintel plate adjustments at D $4,182.12
GC-19 casework modification to ADA range $422.84
GC-20 Graphic wall panels $99,499.37
GC-21 repairs to vandalized block $2,733.65
GC-22 rfi 59; added steel at Unit D roof $478.81
GC-23 rfi 10; clarifications on ADA door frames -$354.05
GC-24 rfi 87; add lintel in corridor D130 $1,623.42
GC-25 rfi 134; walk in cooler floor $7,302.10
GC-26 rfi 158; brick lintels $2,953.20
GC-27 rfi 110; roof bar joist spacing unit B $657.22
GC-28 credit to eliminate GC-20 -$99,499.37
GC-29 damage to water line $3,266.26
GC-30 rfi 108; add lintel at Unit A $1,043.35
GC-31 rfi 119; door security revisions $1,883.15
GC-32 rfi 151; added lintel in 138 $1,035.55
GC-33 rfi 154; electric room doors $2,828.34
GC-34 rfi 155; opening for return air grill $488.11
GC-35 CMU infill in Unit A $242.99
GC-36 Painting in gym -$1,856.16
GC-37 rfi 147; exposed roof drains in A137 $387.34
GC-38 rfi 102; joist modification at elevator $1,361.01
GC-39 added mill and overlay at Oak Lane $7,077.65
GC-40 rfi 191; new hardscape playground

rfi 9; unforeseen crawlspace ?
summer 2018 storm water needs $2,000.00
rfi 91; lintel in C106 $1,500.00
rfi 97; change in fabric panels in music $500.00
rfi 114; added curtain wall framing at A1 $3,000.00
rfi 122; bearing plate conflict at A $600.00
rfi 117; deck support at roof drain $800.00
rfi 120; delete door handles -$200.00
rfi 111; added work at deck $1,500.00
rfi 128; changes to store front $1,500.00
rfi 141; part 1 $2,000.00
rfi 141; part 2 $500.00
rfii 134; walk in floor $2,000.00
rfi 150; adjust library ceiling $5,000.00
rfi 161; handrails at stage $3,000.00
rfi 133; ceiling height change in A115 $1,000.00
rfi 159; fire department connection, floor drains $1,000.00
rfi 164; coordination of range in faculty $2,200.00
rfi 165; tube steel conflict in APR $4,000.00
rfi 162, Snow guard $1,100.00
rfi 177; roof drain at front entrance $4,000.00
rfi 187; curb at loading area $5,000.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $45,380.97 $4,682.40 $13,939.38 $8,438.66 $42,000.00

APPROVED CHANGES $64,002.75
ORIGINAL CONTRACT $10,808,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $10,872,002.75

APPROVED



SPRING CREEK

General Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

GENERAL PRIME CONTRACT

APPROVED

PENDING CHANGES $8,438.66
"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $10,880,441.41 GENERAL PRIME



SPRING CREEK

Kitchen Equipment Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT PRIME CONTRACT

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $0.00

APPROVED CHANGES $0.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $229,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $229,000.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $229,000.00 KITCHEN EQUIP. PRIME

APPROVED



SPRING CREEK

Plumbing Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

PLUMBING PRIME CONTRACT
PC-01 isolation hangers -$889.00

reduction of gas line trenching -$2,000.00
rfi 159; FDC connection and floor drain $1,000.00
change to piping for FDC -$4,000.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $0.00 -$889.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$5,000.00

APPROVED CHANGES ($889.00)

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,016,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $1,015,111.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $1,015,111.00 PLUMBING PRIME

APPROVED



SPRING CREEK

Mechanical Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

MECHANICAL PRIME CONTRACT
MC-01 rfi 31; rerouted piping in corridor 0.00 $5,700.00
MC-02 delete mechanical room hanger springs -$928.00
MC-03 rfi 88; make up water line pipe material -$479.00
MC-04 rfi 73; building automation changes -$1,750.00
MC-05 rfi 69; IDF scope change -$1,546.00
MC-06 credit for pro-press -$2,193.00
MC-07 transfer of scope for beam extension -$123.00
MC-08 rfi 109; relocating roof top equipment $2,080.00
MC-09 rfi 96; sump pump pit alarm $3,469.00
MC-10 rfi 132; relocate louvre in D107 $2,429.00
MC-11 rfi 155; return air added at stair $2,262.00

rfi 175; water treatment enclosure $2,000.00

SUBTOTALS $2,080.00 $12,191.00 ($5,350.00) $0.00 $0.00 $2,000.00

APPROVED CHANGES $8,921.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,969,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $1,977,921.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $1,977,921.00 MECHANICAL PRIME

APPROVED



SPRING CREEK

Electrical Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

ELECTRICAL PRIME CONTRACT
EC-01 temporary power to trailers $6,745.00
EC-02 rfi 51; changes to projector mounts $5,718.00
EC-03 rfi 43; power to cooling tower sump pump $3,438.00
EC-04 rfi 48; change meter to CT cabinet $19,898.00
EC-05 rfi 16; added call station $864.00
EC-06 rfi 66; relocate teacher station B100 $1,267.00
EC-07 rfi 45; reduction in feeder scop -$2,542.00
EC-08 rfi 80; reduction in site lighting sizes -$3,006.00
EC-09 rfi 69; delete IDF equipment -$933.00
EC-10 rfi 77; IT changes -$6,028.00
EC-11 rfi 78; provide power to IDF rack $6,326.00
EC-12 Solar array transfer change -$3,053.00
EC-13 rfi 85; provide power to single restrooms $5,177.00
EC-14 rfi 96; power to pit alarm $2,181.00
EC-15 rfi 125; wiring condensate pumps $8,974.00
EC-16 rfi 126; plywood backer board $760.00
EC-17 added pull station covers $1,754.00
EC-18 rfi 156; light fixture in library $4,876.00
EC-19 rfi 168; adding light fixtures at elevator $599.00
EC-20 rfi 174; light near corridor A149 $742.00
EC-21 rfi 175; water treatment enclosure $1,743.00
EC-22 adding pull station in A115 $452.00

rfi 62; change to ductbank layout -$2,000.00
fire alarm pull station revisions $3,000.00
door security change in scope $8,000.00
rfi 119; add door security $2,000.00
light fixture flanges in library $1,000.00
rfi 166; power to coiling door dishwasher $3,500.00
rfi 162; heat trace $2,000.00

SUBTOTALS $21,652.00 $24,235.00 $6,529.00 $0.00 $3,536.00 $17,500.00

APPROVED CHANGES $52,416.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $2,217,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $2,269,416.00

PENDING CHANGES $3,536.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $2,272,952.00 ELECTRICAL PRIME

APPROVED



CHANGE ORDER LOG FOR RADIO PARK ELEMENTARY: SUMMARY PAGE

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

Original Contract Total approved Current Contract
SUMMARY OF CHANGES
TOTAL PHASING CHANGES $410,540 $10,000 $2,998 $20,848 $1,250 $35,096 $445,636 $0
TOTAL GENERAL CHANGES $13,147,000 $18,227 $63,373 $10,551 $250,210 $342,360 $13,489,360 $0 $333,200
TOTAL KITCHEN EQUIP. CHANGES $275,000 $275,000 $0
TOTAL PLUMBING CHANGES $1,392,300 $6,827 $1,392,300 $1,500
TOTAL MECHANICAL CHANGES $2,499,500 -$8,758 $2,499,500 $173 -$2,500
TOTAL ELECTRICAL CHANGES $2,875,000 $9,211 $59,105 $26,018 $28,530 $122,864 $2,997,864 $13,305 $38,500
SUBTOTALS $20,599,340 $37,438 $125,476 $48,659 $286,817 $500,320 $21,099,660 $13,478 $370,700

ORIGINAL CONTRACTS $20,599,340
APPROVED CHANGES $498,389
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $21,097,729 Current Above Orig. Bid 2.42%

ORIGINAL CHANGE CONTINGENCY $907,161
APPROVED CHANGES $498,389
CONTINGENCY REMAINING $408,772

Projected Soft costs $4,980,408
Grants $1,960,000

Total "Potential" Project cost to date $23,619,748

APPROVED



RADIO PARK

Phasing contracts

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

SC-01 Driveway reconfiguration $3,970.00
SC-02 Concrete changes $690.00
SC-03 Gravel changes $2,308.00

EC-01 Add pole and service changes $3,000.00
EC-02 Add heat trace $5,000.00
EC-03 Add smoke detectors $2,000.00

Bus Garage modifications
GC-01 Add scope for additional paving $11,600.00
GC-02 Add scope for additional gate $5,500.00
GC-03 Credit for revisions to layout -$1,857.00

EC-01 Repairs to bus parking area lighting $1,635.00

Asbestos Removal
AC-01 Additional fitting insulation $1,250.00

Phase 2
AC-01 reconcile contract amounts -$650.00

SUBTOTALS $10,000.00 $2,998.00 $20,848.00 $1,250.00 $0.00

APPROVED CHANGES $35,096.00
ORIGINAL CONTRACT $410,540.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $445,636.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00
"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $445,636.00 PHASING PRIMES

APPROVED

Modular Site Preparation



General Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

GENERAL PRIME CONTRACT
GC-01 rfi 19; overlay existing walls in 2 rooms $1,678.66
GC-02 First phase, low mobility grouting $73,195.90
GC-03 undercut; unsuitable soils $90,003.55
GC-04 added steel $3,109.52
GC-05 Additional sound panels $2,074.93
GC-06 rfi 100, existing wall $2,383.12
GC-07 add exit for phasing $5,724.38
GC-08 CR wall relocation $1,969.51
GC-09 rfi 64; stormwater piping conflict -$1,222.40
GC-10 rfi 57; added downspout chases $1,033.77
GC-11 rfi 79; added steel at exising A overhang $1,895.25
GC-12 rfi 81 and 83; added steel $6,189.25
GC-13 rfi 93; added parapet $1,306.76
GC-14 rfi 124; added structure for existing brick $1,281.65
GC-15 rfi 125; added steel at stairwell $1,831.64
GC-16 Gate valve to domestic water $2,674.13
GC-17 finish of door hinge $861.84
GC-18 drywall overall in existing areas $1,020.92
GC-19 misc drywall and ceiling $1,025.82
GC-20 rfi 133; Area C; crawl space fill $17,975.65
GC-21 relocate door of existing 120 $2,667.65
GC-22 markerboard change $1,998.05
GC-23 Phase 1 parking lot undercut $9,130.55
GC-24 rfi 143; existing lintel weld plate $2,619.57
GC-25 rfi 144; area B downspouts $8,268.39
GC-26 Temporary sidewalk at front entrance $1,225.21
GC-27 rfi 136 - 150; ceiling coordination $993.60
GC-28 rfi 155: lintels at B - C added plates $690.24
GC-29 epic deck access panels $11,389.21
GC-30 color change of remaining window shades $488.11
GC-31 first floor area C; trench issues $18,214.99
GC-32 rfi 133; part 2 existing beam $1,193.92
GC-33 rfi 123; existing column coflict $1,526.48
GC-34 rfi 93; part 2 $5,547.89
GC-35 rfi 158; add steel at stair 2A $2,679.14
GC-36 undercut at elevator pit $9,219.57
GC-37 casework modifications at ADA range $484.92
GC-38 Emergency Egress Phase 1 $10,496.44
GC-39 Graphic wall panels $116,254.77
GC-40 rfi 173; ceiling and bulkheads changes $1,377.98
GC-41 rfi 185; added handrails at stage $2,006.17
GC-42 casework modifications at C204, C104 $607.48
GC-43 rfi 191; insulation in wall above ceiling $2,911.00
GC-44 rfi 190; changes to storage room -$540.27
GC-45 rfi 187; concrete trenching patching $4,139.74
GC-46 rfi 194; unforeseen crawlspace part 1 $2,489.77
GC-47 Phase 3 unsuitable soils $148.35
GC-48 undercut at playground $16,504.62
GC-49 rfi 199; wall frame $5,207.50
GC-50 credit to eliminate GC-39 -$116,254.77
GC-51 rfi 164; entrance door security $2,660.16

low mobility grouting added quantity $190,000.00
temporary data closet needs $3,000.00
rfi 14; tube to tube steel connections $39,000.00
rfi 84; wall detail at area A $1,000.00
rfi 109; infill existing hvac vent locations $10,000.00
flooring prep of existing floors $5,000.00
roof changes for equipment moves $5,000.00
rfi 159; pier at library $1,500.00
rfi 160; added floor structure D202 $18,000.00
rfi 161; LGI layout $1,200.00
rfi 163; temporary roof at elevator $45,000.00
rfi 165; changes for door handles -$200.00
rfi 170; missing lintel in Area B $1,200.00
rfi 172; flooring in walk-in $2,000.00
rfi 194; backfill crawlspace $5,000.00
library furniture modifications $5,500.00
undercut at footer line $1,000.00

APPROVED



General Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

GENERAL PRIME CONTRACT

APPROVED

SUBTOTALS $18,226.99 $63,372.98 $10,550.65 $250,209.66 $0.00 $333,200.00

APPROVED CHANGES $342,360.28
ORIGINAL CONTRACT $13,147,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $13,489,360.28

PENDING CHANGES $0.00
"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $13,489,360.28 GENERAL PRIME



RADIO PARK

Kitchen Equipment Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT PRIME CONTRACT

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $0.00

APPROVED CHANGES $0.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $275,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $275,000.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $275,000.00 KITCHEN EQUIP. PRIME

APPROVED



RADIO PARK

Plumbing Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

PLUMBING PRIME CONTRACT
PC-01 Temporary tie-in for phase 1 roof drains $7,760.00
PC-02 credit for trenching issues -$2,964.00
PC-03 rfi 57; modification to overflow drains $2,810.00
PC-04 added roof drain tie in $1,701.00
PC-05 modification to ADA sink panels $1,061.00
PC-06 rfi 173; ceiling changes $3,656.00
PC-07 rfi 187; credit for concrete patching -$731.00

reinstall wood panels $1,500.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $6,466.00 $0.00 $6,827.00 $0.00 $1,500.00

APPROVED CHANGES $13,293.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $1,392,300.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $1,405,593.00

PENDING CHANGES $0.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $1,405,593.00 PLUMBING PRIME

APPROVED



RADIO PARK

Mechanical Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

MECHANICAL PRIME CONTRACT
MC-01 rfi 62; extra valves -$2,862.60
MC-02 delete hanger isolation springs -$1,935.87
MC-03 rfi 56; added ductwork and grilles $2,381.69
MC-04 rfi 107; building automation scope -$1,750.00
MC-05 rfi 106; cooling tower pit alarm location $2,753.16
MC-06 rfi 122; add condensate pumps $3,421.78
MC-07 move roof equipment (offset by CRA) $6,913.16
MC-08 rfi 104; change IDF scope (split system) -$1,715.17
MC-09 rfi 137; exterior enclosure $2,265.73
MC-10 rfi 136 - 150; ceiling changes, ducts $359.61
MC-11 rfi 151; 2 heat pumps relocated in C $511.98
MC-12 relocation of storage containers $1,393.05
MC-13 duct work rerouting $1,654.10
MC-14 rfi 154; roof equipment coordination $6,277.50
MC-15 rfi 181; elevation of exposed duct -$1,887.41
MC-16 rfi 183; grill changes $173.23

rfi 109; credit for HVAC vent infill -$3,100.00
rfi 180; grill changes and coordination $600.00

SUBTOTALS $0.00 $24,372.63 -$8,758.00 $2,166.08 $173.23 -$2,500.00

APPROVED CHANGES $17,780.71

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $2,499,500.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $2,517,280.71

PENDING CHANGES $173.23

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $2,517,453.94 MECHANICAL PRIME

APPROVED



RADIO PARK

Electrical Contract

PENDING EXPOSURE
CODING
REGULATORY DOCUMENT OWNER UNFORESEEN

ELECTRICAL PRIME CONTRACT
EC-01 classroom wall relocation; phasing $4,707.00
EC-02 temporary power to trailers $15,078.00
EC-03 changes to projector mounts $4,372.00
EC-04 rfi 38; additional receptacles $2,410.00
EC-05 rfi 58; electrical and fire alarm to BR $3,134.00
EC-06 relocate existing IT data rack $4,537.00
EC-07 CR 9; revisions $1,390.00
EC-08 rfi 71; sump pump for cooling tower $2,277.00
EC-09 rfi 51; change in elevator feed $4,745.00
EC-10 rfi 68; service entrance credit -$4,070.00
EC-11 rfi 82; added power for cooling tower $5,681.00
EC-12 rfi 98; site lighting base changes -$750.00
EC-13 rfi 120; wiring condensate pumps $13,260.00
EC-14 breaker size change for boilers $797.00
EC-15 rfi 114; power at sitting steps $4,846.00
EC-16 rfi 121; light fixtures in B102 $1,933.00
EC-17 rfi 103; H14 window at B129, 132 $278.00
EC-18 rfi 146; B139 elec heater $2,729.00
EC-19 rfi 138; solar tube light power $1,985.00
EC-20 rfi 94; change in kitchen sub panel $18,472.00
EC-21 rfi 122; boiler condensate pumps $5,538.00
EC-22 Solar array transformer -$636.00
EC-23 rfi 137; enclosure for chem treatment $2,148.00
EC-24 emergency egress $7,513.00
EC-25 rfi 152; power for temp kitchen $8,395.00
EC-26 rfi 151; heat pump relocation $2,883.00
EC-27 rfi 140; power to meter totalizers $989.00
EC-28 rfi 108; electric scope changes -$7,400.00
EC-29 rfi 104; IDF scope changes -$933.00
EC-30 rfi 112; light fixture in stair 237 $10,788.00
EC-31 added items by code $3,576.00
EC-32 added pull station covers $2,192.00
EC-33 rfi 110; telecom rack power $13,305.00

temporary office needs for phase 3 $9,000.00
rfi 113; door frame electric $8,000.00
pull station changes $3,000.00
rfi 117; door B128B hold open -$500.00
rfi 171; rescue assistance at elevator $4,000.00
Reroute main service duct bank $3,000.00
change light fixture type $1,000.00
pull cat 6 cable for card readers $10,000.00
rfi 190; ceiling and light fixture A117 $1,000.00

SUBTOTALS $9,211.00 $59,105.00 $26,018.00 $28,530.00 $13,305.00 $38,500.00

APPROVED CHANGES $122,864.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT $2,875,000.00
CURRENT CONTRACT AMT. $2,997,864.00

PENDING CHANGES $13,305.00

"POTENTIAL" TOTAL $3,011,169.00 ELECTRICAL PRIME

APPROVED




